How do you plan to vote?

**By Mail**
- **Yes**
  - **Yes**: Does your state allow you to request a mail-in ballot without an "excuse?"
    - **Yes**: Go to the website of the Secretary of State in the state where you’re registered for more information.
    - **No**: Do you know when your ballot needs to be returned?
      - **Yes**: Does your state require postage?
        - **Yes**: Postage is printable online or available at the post office.
        - **No**: Check public health resources for safe voting guidelines.
      - **No**: Check public health resources for safe voting guidelines.
    - **No**: Go to the website of the Secretary of State in the state where you’re registered for more information.
- **No**: Does your state require postage?
  - **Yes**: Postage is printable online or available at the post office.
  - **No**: Check public health resources for safe voting guidelines.

**In Person**
- **Yes**
  - **Yes**: Do you know where your local polling place is?
    - **Yes**: Use a polling place locator to find out where to vote.
    - **No**: Check the opening and closing time of your local polling place.
  - **No**: Check the opening and closing time of your local polling place.
- **No**
  - **Yes**: Do you have a plan that minimizes your exposure to public health risks?
    - **Yes**: Check public health resources for safe voting guidelines.
    - **No**: Check public health resources for safe voting guidelines.

VOTE!